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Learn to draw dinosaurs step by step with iLuv Drawing Dinosaurs app
Published on 05/31/12
MyVijan LLC, the makers of top-rated learn to draw app series called 'iLuv Drawing',
releases a new title 'iLuv Drawing Dinosaurs' for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch! Dinosaur
lovers can now learn to draw many dinosaurs from T-Rex, Stegosaurus, Velociraptor to
Gigantoraptor with traceable step by step templates! Like all other apps in the series,
this app offers many options to edit, customize, decorate the artwork and share with loved
ones.
Sunnyvale, California - MyVijan LLC, the makers of top-rated learn to draw app series
called 'iLuv Drawing', releases a new title 'iLuv Drawing Dinosaurs' for iPhone, iPad and
iPod touch! Dinosaur lovers can now learn to draw many dinosaurs from T-Rex, Stegosaurus,
Velociraptor to Gigantoraptor with traceable step by step templates! Like all other apps
in the series, this app offers many options to edit, customize, decorate the artwork and
share with loved ones.
iLuv Drawing Dinosaurs is a great app to foster creativity and learning among kids of all
ages who love dinosaurs or who would like to know more about them. The app also features
the dinosaur sounds after the drawing is finished!
Total of 19 dinosaurs are included such as Apatosaurus, Brachiosaurus, Carnotorus,
Dimetrodon, Diplodocus, Parasaurolophus, Pterodactyl, Spinosaurus, Stegosaurus, T-Rex,
Triceratops, Velociraptor, Ankylosaurus, Ceolophysis, Gallimimus, Pachycephalosaurus,
Gigantoraptor, Quetzelcoatlus and Scelidosaurus.
Voice instructions is a great feature not only for navigation but also to introduce kids
to the different names of the dinosaurs, names of their body parts and their
characteristics!
The intuitive interface and voice instructions are great for navigation through the app.
The simplicity of the app helps kids focus on the process of drawing and many options for
customization such as coloring, custom backgrounds and stickers are great for fun and
creativity!
iLuv Drawing series of apps combines best features of drawing apps with blank pages,
coloring apps with many customizable tools and how-to draw apps by offering a wide
selection of drawings, thus making them best in the quality and content offered!
Features:
With 'iLuv Drawing' apps kids not only learn the basics of drawing but they learn many
skills such as following simple instructions (voice and visual), fine motor skills, hand
eye co-ordination, manual dexterity, focus, process following, and achieving a goal to
promote self confidence, thus making iLuv Drawing apps great for various therapies, class
rooms and for homeschooling:
* Learn to draw by tracing over step by step templates
* Very intuitive and easy to use interface
* Friendly voice instructions
* 19 popular dinosaurs to choose from
* A vibrant coloring pallet to color the finished drawing
* Many custom backgrounds and textures to add to the finished drawing
* Add stickers to the drawing
* Editing tools such as eraser, redo, undo, start over
* Save in a drawing book or photos
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* Print your masterpiece
* Ability to edit the saved drawing
* Blank pages to practice what you learned or freehand drawing
Why Choose This App?
* Ideal for parents who are looking for educational value for their kids beyond blank
pages
* Also has blank pages to draw freehand
* Learning the basics of drawing with many choices compared to any other app
* More coloring, decorating and editing choices than any other learn to draw app
* Lot of features, "learn to draw", "coloring", "decorating with backgrounds and
stickers", "Use as greeting cards" or "Print" to hang on the wall
* Building confidence with drawing and art in any age group
MyVijan:
http://www.learnwithfunapps.com
iLuv Drawing Dinosaurs HD:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/iluv-drawing-dinosaurs-hd/id527316431
iLuv Drawing Dinosaurs (iPhone and iPod touch):
http://itunes.apple.com/app/iluv-drawing-dinosaurs-learn/id527812092
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/086/Purple/v4/80/5a/5f/805a5f51-9d38-879a-2d8ccd2135d3c305/mza_7705558345021207376.480x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/113/Purple/v4/48/93/6f/48936f79-60ea-01b8-9e05-0f3189914cc
2/mza_3589285348773356614.175x175-75.jpg

Based in Sunnyvale, California, MyVijan LLC was founded by an engineer and creative mom of
two. We love making apps that simplify the process of learning for little kids. Copyright
(C) 2012 MyVijan LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad
are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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